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INTRA SCHOOL EVENTS
5.12.18

A Mathematics puzzle activity was held for classes III and IV. The activity was based on puzzles and
general awareness about maths. All students of class III and class IV participated in the activity. It was a
good learning experience for the children.
Names of the best performers :Class III A :

Class IV A :

Class IV B :

1. Adeena Parvez

Munazzah Husaini

Divija Bora

2. Advika Ingle

Saumya Yadav

Inshaal Sayeed

3. Hifza Khalid

Syeda Tasleem Zehra Naqvi

Mohammad Rayed

4. Himanshi Yadav
5. Md. Aqib Khan
6. Suman
7.12.18

The Geography Department conducted their workshop on the topic ‘Life and Death of Planet Earth—Is
It Too Late ?’. The workshop commenced with a discussion on the evolution of the earth billions of
years ago and how various life forms originated at different eras. It then led to a deliberation on the
destruction of the earth by natural and man-made phenomena. The workshop concluded with some
suggestions to combat these problems in order to bring about a change and prevent the rapid
destruction of Earth.

10.12.18

The Inter Section Poster- Making activity on Human Rights was held for the students of class IX. The
students came up with ingenious ideas on the topic. The creativity in the fertile minds of the
children could be observed in its various hues and forms.

11.12.18

The Commerce Department conducted an INVESTOR’S MELA- “Is it a million dollar idea?” for the
Entrepreneurship Club of class XI. Aspiring Entrepreneurs pitched their business models to the judges
and persuaded them to invest money in their ideas. Six teams in groups of four presented and
explained why their business idea was the best which included their innovative products, its features,
channel of distribution, pricing, promotion of the product, capital investment required, etc. It was an
enjoyable and innovative event for students. The event also included the AD MAD activity.
THE WINNERS WERE:
COMPETITION POSITION NAME

CLASS

Is it a million
dollar idea?

I

Aryan Vimmi Arora, Himanshu Rawat, Akash.S, Mohd. Zain

XI

II

Dhairya , Shailender Nagar, Mohd. Asad, Mohd. Zaid

XI

14.12.18

Nature and its preservation was the theme for the class VII Annual Day. The entire programme
highlighted Nature’s response to the widespread destruction caused by mankind. It commenced
with the school prayer ‘Sangachdhvam, Samvaddhwam a Rigveda Mantra signifying unity for
happiness & prosperity. This was followed by a lyrical dance performance based on ‘Maa Saraswati
Shaarde’ an invocation to the Goddess of Learning and Arts sung by the Indian Music Choir. The
Class VII Western Music Choir rendered a beautiful version of the song ‘Edelweiss’ to appreciate
the resilience of the beautiful flower that survives in harsh climate. To highlight the degradation of
mountains, rivers and forests due to the incessant exploitation by human beings, the students
presented a topical and riveting play ‘The Mountain Speaks’. The Principal applauded the efforts of
the students for the splendid show and thanked the parents for their support and encouragement

21.12.18

The students of Class VI presented a theatrical adaptation of the classic fairy tale 'The Little Glass
Slipper'. The Annual Day commenced with the school prayer ‘Sangachdhvam Samvaddhwam' a
Rigveda Mantra signifying unity for happiness & prosperity. The Class VI Indian Music Choir and the
classical dancers performed an invocation to Lord Ganesha, 'Jai Ganaraya'. This was followed by a
contemporary enactment of the children's story which aimed to highlight that each individual is
beautiful in his/her own way and must live for others and serve the society. The Principal
encouraged the students to create their own milestones to develop their individuality and thanked
the parents for their support and motivation.

27.12.18

Students of class XI gave a grand Farewell to the batch of 2018-19. The programme included
cultural performances and fun-filled activities. Harris Amjad of XII-E and Chhavi Katyal of XII-D
were declared Mr. and Ms. Cambridge respectively. The school Head Boy and the Head Girl shared
their journey at Cambridge and expressed their gratitude to the Principal and the teachers. The
event culminated with the singing of the school prayer, 'Sanghachadvam Samvadadvam', one last time
with fervour; holding aloft lit candles and wishing for the bright future of the batch of 2018-19.

INTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
7.12.18

In its endeavour to strengthen Community Policing, Amulya Patnaik, Commissioner of Police, Delhi
launched ‘Police Uncle’, an initiative to reach out to the school children of Delhi. The programme
was aimed at reaching school children and showcasing a friendly face of the police among the
upcoming generation and to educate them about the police, its functions and duties etc. At the
outset, 'Etr-The Band' performed patriotic and instrumental songs which was followed by a talk on
Good Touch/Bad Touch to sensitize young children. A short movie was shown to the children to
make them aware about cyber crimes. Students of our school participated in the event.

8.12.18

The students of classes VI – IX of our school participated in the Delhi Public School- SNF@school
health festival 2018 to motivate children to adopt healthy living and eating habits. The various events
includeda. Collage Making: My healthy lunch box
b. Poster making; Say no to tobacco
c. Show you care, Be aware: Food adulteration test demo
d. Eat right, be bright: Health quiz
e. Nutritious can be delicious; Fireless cooking
f. Street food photography

13.12.18

A session was conducted on 'Innovative Teaching of History' by History Diaries at Cambridge
School Noida. The session was attended by Ms. Meenu Mehra , Ms. Rita Bhatia, Ms. Vatsala Kesar
Pandey and Ms. Surabhi from the History Department. The session was interesting in its approach
to the methodology that could be used to introducing history chapters to students by using images
and to tap the creativity of students in asking and answering questions. A student session was also
conducted wherein the above methodology was used. The image of a historical site was shown and
the children were asked to observe the picture and write what questions would they like to ask.
This led to the students brainstorming even minute aspects of the image and they came up with
various possible questions, answers and ideas.

18.12.18

Cambridge School Srinivaspuri organised 'Innovations- 2018', the Annual Inter- School
Science Fest to encourage creativity, curiosity and scientific temperament amongst students. The
Principal, while addressing the gathering, encouraged the students to participate with vigour and
ingenuity. Reputed schools of Delhi-NCR participated in the competition and presented a variety of
topics in the Symposium including ‘Use of Nanotechnology in Today’s World,’ ‘Super Materials:
Building the Impossible,’ ‘Technology and Sustainability’ and many more. Vineet Kaur and Manish
Sharma of Guru Tegh Bahadur Third Centenary Public School excelled in this segment with their
views on the manipulation of individual atoms and molecules within nanotechnology.
In the Model Making event, participants designed unique models on the theme, 'Industry and
Pollution'. Gurkirat Singh and Lubhansh Pathania of Guru Tegh Bahadur 3rd Centenary Public
School secured the first position for their 'Smog Fighter New Age Car' to combat pollution. The
second prize was bagged by Vansh Kakkar and Vedant Sindhwani of Springdales
School, Dhaula Khan.
The third event was the 'Observe and Tell' in which the participants attempted multiple choice
questions on various activities such as Osmosis, Diffusion, Electrostatic Charges etc. Ipshita Joshi
and Samvid Pundir of Presidium School won the first prize and the second prize was won by Pratush
Verma and Rushil Goyal of Mayoor School, Noida for the same.
Guru Tegh Bahadur Third Centenary Public School was the overall winner of 'Innovations 2018'.
Mr. A. Balamurugan, Vice President-Electronics Sector Skills Council of India graced the occasion as
the Chief Guest. He spoke to the students about the importance of time and the need to have a
clear vision in life in order to achieve success..The competition was judged by eminent researchers
and professors who applauded the efforts of all the participants.

WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS
3.12.2018

CSS has partnered with Google Inc. and was invited to be a part of Google’s globally successful
'Computer Science First Education Program' which is being launched in India for the first time.
It is designed to introduce coding and computer science to students from classes IV-VIII in a
collaborative and creative environment. The Computer Science First Club Members will build
projects in Scratch (scratch.mit.edu), a block-based programming language. Digital support material
is also provided to teachers by Google to facilitate creative output. The pilot project included
acitivities like 'Make Your Own Google Logo' in the very first session.

5.12.18

Ms. Surabhi, our History teacher attended the 10th Annual Summit of ITIHAAS i.e the Indian
Traditions and Heritage Society on the topic “Conversations around Learning Spaces” at the India
International Centre, New Delhi. An array of speakers from various professions graced the summit
like Mr. Arun Goyal, Secretary, Ministry of Culture, Mr. Ravish Kumar, journalist, students from
various schools as well as Ms. Fatemeh Amiri, an educationist from Tehran. The need for dissent and
debate in historical discourses as well as the relevance of stories and legends in learning history and
heritage was highlighted.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES
7.12.18

The students of class XI conducted a Special Farewell Assembly for the outgoing Class XII students
to wish them a bright future. The Prefect Council showed snapshots of 'Life at Cambridge,' a video
which took the students of class XII on a nostalgic trip of school life. Self-composed poems by Aditi,
Shubhojit Sen and Md. Monish Obaid highlighted some memorable moments of school life. D.
Janani's words on the life after school motivated them to brace themselves for the journey ahead. A
medley of soulful songs made them celebrate friendship as an unbreakable bond. The school Head
Boy Harris Amjad, and the school Head Girl Rida Kulsoom, expressed their gratitude to the school,
teachers and Principal for their support and guidance over the years and encouraged the juniors to
strive for excellence. The Principal encouraged the students to work hard and attain success in their
life beyond school.

24.12.18

A special assembly on Christmas was conducted by the students of class VIII with great fervour
and enthusiasm. The programme began with a beautiful depiction of the birth of Jesus Christ
followed by melodious carols sung by the school choir. The dance group performed on 'Christmas
Polka', 'Feliz Navidad' and 'Last Christmas'. The celebration culminated with Santa's gifts for all.

TRIPS & EXCURSIONS
19.12.18

An excursion trip to the Rock Sport Adventure Camp at 28 Barracks, Kundli was organized for the
students of class X. This is an initiative to provide adventure activities to school students. It is an
attempt to engage students to test their ability at different outdooractivities
and channelise energy in a positive manner. The students were involved in activities like Command
crawl, Hop scotch, Tractor ride, Zipline, Commando net, Pottery, Sport climbing, Zorbing,etc.

19.12.18

The students of classes III and IV visited the Mathura Road Fire Station along with their class
teachers. The students learnt various important measures related to fire safety. They watched
several life saving demonstrations by the firemen and interacted with them.

Mock Drill for Disaster Management and preparation
To create an enabling environment for school safety and to spread awareness amongst students and staff,
an earthquake preparedness drill was conducted on 3.12.18. This was to help students know the school
evacuation routes during emergency & and give training to students with three basic steps i.e. Drop, Cover
& Hold during an earthquake. The evacuation drill was successfully conducted as per guidelines.
Cambridge School Srinivaspuri accredited with the British Council International School Award
2018 – 2021.
With a value-driven approach, Cambridge School Srinivaspuri seeks to enable its students to embrace a
world wherein they shall be deeply affected by global changes and shall also be capable of bringing change at
a global level. Growing up with such internationalism in mind, our students would exhibit highest levels of
integrity, humility and empathy.
The journey towards the British Council International School award has been of tremendous value to
students and teachers alike. The sharing of ideas with multiple identities and not just those geographically
around has been imbibed by the students. Finding partner schools and coordinating with them for projects
taught valuable lessons in communication and collaboration. Moreover, action plans like ‘Student’s Forex’
and ‘Urban Trash’ made students more aware and conscious about the worldwide trends in currencies,
waste management systems,etc.The teachers collaborated to put together the action plans in order to
achieve this award. The yearlong effort was worthwhile as it honed the skills of the teachers and students. It
also helped in enhancing qualities like patience, teamwork, perseverance, ICT skills, determination,
cooperation and coordination. The journey towards the ISA has been enriching. The school shall keep up
the momentum by introducing various activities every year that promote the idea of internationalism and
global citizenship. It would aim towards collaborations with schools abroad. The extent of team work by the
collaboration with the Croatian partner school, Gimnazija Vucovar far exceeded expectations. The British
Council online learning courses for teachers and students shall be explored in the immediate future. In a
nutshell, the journey has just begun.

SPORTS
 Annual Sports Meet
Cambridge School Srinivaspuri organised the Annual Sports Meet on 28.12.2018. The event included
energizing exercise drills, flat races, tunnel races, relays etc. Students of class VI displayed Tae Kwon Do
skills with great enthusiasm followed by dumbbell drill by class VII and march past by class VIII.



Primary Zonal Athletic Meet 2018

Primary Zonal Athletic Meet 2018 was held at Cambridge School Srinivaspuri for all schools of Zone 25. The
events included 60 metre flat race, spoon and lemon race, ball throw, standing long jump, hurdle race etc.
The following students of our school excelled in various categories:
1. Latisha of IV-A (Gold Medal in 60 metre race)
2. Rafia Ali of IV-A (Silver Medal in ball throw)
3. Akshita Sinha of IV-B (Bronze Medal in hurdle race)
4. Shreyansh Tiwari of IV-B (Bronze Medal in lemon and spoon race)
5. Mayank Yadav of IV-A (Bronze Medal in ball throw)

